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WHAT'S INSIDE THE 2022
ISSUE: Next Generation Sector Partnerships mobilize business leaders from a

single industry sector in a shared regional economy to work with
one another and with a coordinated team of public partners to strengthen
their industry and their communities. Next Gen Partnerships are based on
the premise that access to good jobs depends on two critical dynamics:
first, industry sectors must be growing and thriving, with businesses
sustaining or creating new, quality jobs. Secondly, education, workforce
training, economic development and government must stay finely attuned
to the needs of those industry sectors in order to effectively create access
to those jobs by community members. The key to getting both right is
fostering strong networks that connect business leaders and public
partners to simultaneously do both. This requires that business leaders be
fully engaged partners, not just interested stakeholders, in the work of
strengthening their industry and region. It requires public partners to shed
practices of program and mission territorialism and embrace a new level of
program and policy coordination. 
 
That’s why Next Gen Partnerships put at the center a critical mass of
engaged business people from a single industry in a shared
regional economy. They attract business leaders who share the belief that
the success of their companies, industry and region are all interdependent.
When mobilized into action teams and focused on specific, shared
priorities, they can have a powerful effect on focusing and rallying public
partners around a common agenda for common benefit. This model of
public-private partnership exists in nearly 20 states across the U.S.
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The Benchmarking Project was generously supported
by Ascendium Education Group. Ascendium Education
Group is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization committed to
helping people reach the education and career goals
that matter to them. Ascendium invests in initiatives
designed to increase the number of students from low-
income backgrounds who complete postsecondary
degrees, certificates and workforce training programs,
with an emphasis on first-generation students,
incarcerated adults, rural community members, students
of color and veterans. Ascendium's work identifies,
validates and expands best practices to promote large-
scale change at the institutional, system and state
levels, with the intention of elevating opportunity for all.
For more information, visit
https://www.ascendiumphilanthropy.org.

The Institute for Networked Communities (INC), home to
the national Next Gen Sector Partnership community of
practice, is grateful to Ascendium for their support. INC
is also grateful to our community of practice who
continually invest back into shared learning and
continuous improvement. Specifically for this project,
INC thanks three new regions for sharing their stories,
successes, and criteria for success. This 2022 series
adds three new profiles to the Next Gen benchmarking
collection from the following regions: 

ABOUT THE BENCHMARKING PROJECT
After a decade in action and with almost 100 partnerships in nearly 20 states, the Next Gen
community of practice has both grown and diversified. Over the years, Next Gen partnerships have
learned and evolved to tackle challenges with their region's best interests in mind. Next Gen
principles build from the premise that business and industry must take a central and active role in the
shared work of building a thriving regional economy that benefits everyone. Building off Next Gen's
toolbox and in partnership with the Ascendium Education Group, the Benchmarking Project set out to
document the lifecycle of six partnerships across the nation in 2021, and three additional
partnerships in 2022. This collection features the 2022 profiles. The 2021-22 Profiles are not
evaluations; they are assessments of the common factors that make these partnerships work. These
profiles outline the strategies, structures, challenges, wins and the pieces in between for unique
partnerships, target industries and settings. Accompanying these profiles is a Benchmarking
Framework, organized across categories of potential impact and offering examples of success
indicators in each. These profiles and the framework are intended to add to the growing set of
guiding tools to other regions and partnerships endeavoring to close the gap between public and
private actors both interested in shared economic vitality.

https://www.ascendiumphilanthropy.org/





































